5 Minute Introduction to
Premium Domain Names
by William Hagerty
Domain Broker at veryl.com

“Domain names are the real
estate of the internet”
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What Do We Do?
veryl.com is a domain brokerage service.
We exclusively represent some of the most
attractive and rarest .com domains.
Our mission is to help businesses empower their
brands by connecting them with great .com
domains.

We believe that a great domain name creates
trust, opens new sales channels, and
accelerates value creation.

Let us find the perfect
domain for your project!

Continue reading to learn more about domains!
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What is a
Premium Domain?
A number of characteristics define a premium
domain name.
Read about the 4 most important ones and why
each one matters to your business.

LOCATION - LOCATION - LOCATION
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1. Short & Memorable
Why It Matters
Short and memorable names instantly result in:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Easier client conversions
Credibility and trust
Improved word of mouth
Lower advertising costs
Higher brand equity

web.com

apple.com

The best names
leave a positive and
long lasting first
impression!

boss.com
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2. .COM
Why It Matters
People (worldwide) instinctively put .com after the
name they type in their browser.
If you don’t own your .com, you may be losing typein traffic, emails, and money spent advertising a
competitor.

* https://www.statista.com/statistics/1201880/most-visited-websites-worldwide/

17 of the 20 most
visited websites in the
world and 99% of the
Fortune 500 use the
.com extension.
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3. Easy Spelling &
Pronunciation
Why It Matters
If you must explain your domain name, you will
have to invest more in advertising to clarify and
make sure it’s communicated correctly.

The harder you make your clients work to
remember your web address, the more
expensive each client becomes for you.

Misspellings can be
interesting, but the
domain must be short,
and the typo must be
obvious. A good
example would be
lyft.com.

Noteworthy: Did you know that twitter.com rebranded
from twttr.com and instagram.com rebranded from
instagr.am?
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4. Keywords
Why It Matters
A keyword domain name is a domain that defines
the product or service a business offers. For
example, hotels.com offers a hotel booking system.
Having one can greatly benefit your website’s traffic
(SEO, type-in, and direct traffic).
Super easy to remember, no explanation needed,
instant understanding of the service or product
offered, a keyword domain can save a business a
fortune in advertising costs.

Keyword domains are
referred to as “exact
match” domains. Today,
most of these domain
names are used by
established businesses.
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Premium Domain Name
Valuation
One way to understand how much a domain name
is worth, is to assess the risks and costs associated
with a business’s branding strategy.
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1. Brand Protection
Consider the scenario where another business
acquires your desired .com domain name.
It’s off the market forever.

Whoever owns the
.com controls the
narrative. Don’t let that
be another company!

Risks & Costs
• Customers, suppliers and investors ending up on
another business' site.
• Part of your advertising budget working for
another business.
• Lost emails.
• Re-brand.
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2. Global Expansion
Your domain name has a geographic extension
(.co.uk, .com.au, .de, .fr, etc.) and you are
expanding into foreign markets.

.com is recognized,
understood and trusted
worldwide!

Risks & Costs
• Local extensions only work for local markets.
Therefore, a company operating with a
geographic domain risks alienating or completely
losing customers outside the local market.
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3. Company Growth
Your company may introduce a new service or
product while operating under a domain name that
defines and limits the business.
Risks & Costs
• Brand fragmentation — different domain
names for additional services and/or products.
• Re-brand.
Choose a domain that
can accommodate your
company’s future
growth!

Noteworthy: TeslaMotors.com rebranded to Tesla.com
around the time they introduced their solar panel product
line.
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4. Marketing Spend
The harder you make it for people to understand,
remember, spell, and pronounce your name, the
more likely you are to lose them before they
convert into paying customers.

A good domain should
improve the
effectiveness of your
advertising campaign.

Risks & Costs
• More money spent on advertising to (i) explain
what you do and (ii) to make sure customers
remember your name.
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5. Trust & Credibility
Owning a premium domain name signals stability
and confidence. It conveys that the business is
serious and in for the long run. For consumers, this
creates trust. Operating with a second-class
domain may jeopardize a business’s image.

Your domain is the first
meaningful interaction
a client will have with
your business. Make
it count!

Risk & Costs
• Being perceived as cheap, underfinanced, or
“late to the game”.
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6. Brand Equity & Company
Valuation
Having a great brand with a matching premium
domain name creates goodwill. It adds value to
the company.
Noteworthy: Did you know
that the Priceline Group
rebranded the company to
Booking.com Holdings
emphasizing their premium
domain?

* https://www.cnbc.com/2018/02/21/priceline-group-changes-name-to-booking-holdings.html

In a world where perception and branding play such
an important role, consider the lost valuation for a
business going public with a second-class domain.
Risks & Costs
• Losing brand equity (lower perceived value of the
products or services sold).
• Lower company valuation.
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Choosing the Right Domain
Questions to ask when choosing a domain name for
your business:
❑ Will you always sell the same service or product?
❑ Will you sell internationally?
❑ What are the forecasted advertising costs?
❑ Is the domain easy to spell and pronounce?
❑ How important is brand equity?
❑ How important is consumer trust?

You are not just picking
a web address. You
are making a
commitment to how far
you are aiming to take
your business!

❑ Are you planning an IPO or to raise capital?

❑ Does the domain leave a positive and long
lasting first impression?
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Making an Offer
With the guidelines above and considering the size
of your business, your annual marketing budget and
long-term vision for the company, you can calculate
how valuable a premium domain is for your
company.
Strategic transactions
Creative financing, equity share, and other options
can be entertained for the right candidates.
Financing
Payment plans may be available.

We are here to help you
in every stage of the
domain acquisition
process.
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Case Studies
Brand upgrades and rebrands:
• Teslamotors.com to tesla.com
• Dapulse.com to monday.com (fun video!)
• Transferwise.com to wise.com
• Mona.co to crypto.com
Read more case studies here.

CEO testimonials:
• Wealth.com
• Place.com
• Currency.com and capital.com

Here are some
interesting articles and
case studies that may
help you with your
decision-making
process.

Read more stories here.
Other articles:
• $872m sale of cars.com
• 25 most expensive domain name sales (disclosed)
• Domains owned by famous companies
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We are Here to Help you
Find the Perfect Domain Name
for your Business!
info@veryl.com
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